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Talk by LiveBox:
communication in all its forms
Talk by LiveBox is a multiplatform Instant Messaging software, accessible from any device, which comes
with built-in file sharing and audio & video calls.
It ensure business continuity by keeping personal and corporate data safe. Transform any device into
an advanced communication tool using Talk by LiveBox, thanks to the native apps for Android™ and
iOS™, in addition to the available web application.

Talk by LiveBox is the secure communication software for companies
CHAT WITH ONE OR MORE CO-WORKERS

AUDIO CALL

Starting a chat with one or more colleagues is easy
and can be done both from PCs and mobile devices
(Android and iOS) from anywhere.

VOiP calls are brought directly to the companies
with our offer thanks to Talk, with which its possible
to make audio calls and conferences.

VIDEO CALL AND COLLABORATION

DATA SAFETY

It is possible to make video calls with one or more
co-workers, launch a conference and work in real
time on the same files and documents.

Talk by LiveBox protects your conversations by
taking advantage of the end-to-end encryption via
TLS and zRTP security protocol.
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ON CLOUD, ON-PREMISES & HYBRID
Talk can be provided on-premises, by locally
installing and managing it inside your company’s
network.
Otherwise it’s possible to use it on cloud. This
solution is exclusively used when the software is
hosted on third party’s infrastructures, and it’s
recommended for companies that haven’t got a
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solid business infrastructure and then they rely on
providers.
Lastly, the hybrid solution for Talk takes advantage
of the strengths of both the previous
solutions. An hybrid configuration is the most
flexible service management because provides
the possibility to delegate part of the services to
third party providers for a certain period of time or
permanently.

www.liveboxcloud.com

